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I [nprovenlents of 

the Rotary Gratin~g' Ultrasonic Velocity Meter 

by. Yoshio Is.}lrl)A 

(Received Nov 30. 1956) 

~ . Iu trocl uctioll 

The rotary grating ultrasonic vel.ocity meter is a con_venient appairatus by which the 

sound velocity of the liquid can be measured rapidly. It is based on a var. iation of_ 

Debye-Sears ultrasonic diffraction method.. The prin.ciple , the experimental process of 

measurement and soule data taken by xneans of it have been published befote. l)2) In the 

preceding = cases , the rotary grating whose proper constant is 1.369 x 10-2 cm, slightly 

smaller than the wavelen*'th of the m~asured liquid has been used. The author reports 

here the case in which the proper constant 0L the rotary grating is 2. OOO xl0-3 crn , far 

smaller than the wavelength of the measured liquid. By usin*" such a rotary grating, 

detection of the coincidence of diffraction lin.es has become easier. Consequently, the 

accuracy of the apparatus has been pron)oted. 

In the preceding papers, the measured val._ues were somewhat higher than the acknow-

ledged values and the reason could not be cl_arified. Here are reported the results of the 

analysis of the reason on the basis of the following four hypotheses. 

a) The deviation from the exact parallelism of the light beam might affect the velocity 

va lue. 

b) The friction between the liquid and the wall of the sample container might affect 

the velocity val ue , when the width of the ultrasonic beam is lar*"er than that of the 

sanxple container. In order to test this hypothesis , a '/ Beam Forming Cy].inder f' is used 

to control the width of the beam. 

c) The curving up of the free surface of the sample liquid by intense ultrasonic waves 

,ni.aht change the proper wavelen_gth near the surface. In order to test the effect, the 

apparatus is equipped with a reflector. 

d) The deviation fro~n tne para].]elis~n 0L the wave fron_:t and the slit mig"ht affect the 

vel ocity. 
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2 Expe;rim,~',-"-'ntal Arran'~~~yenlent 

Before statin,g the results of the experixnental veriLicat'-ion of the h~.'potheses , the author 

wants to say about exper imental arrangen~Lent. Fig. I shows a vertical section of the main 

part of the experiu)ental arran_aement. 
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Fig. I Verticftl Sect:on of the Experimental Arrangement 

The li*oht beam emitted from a sodium lanlp is made parallel by a col,limator which has 

a horizontal sl..it and enters the sample contain.er. It is diffracted doubly by the ultrasonic 

waves and the rotar y grating. The diffraction image can be observed by the telescope. 

The ul.trasonic waves are generated by a 5Mc/s piezo-electric crystal of X-cut alo.d 3Cmm 

lon*a in diameter. The generated waves go up through the water tank , the width being 

reduced by the beam forming cylinder and enter the san~:ple cotainer through the glass 

ba~e of the container. The reflector assembly wl~Lich is made up of a reflector driven 

by a screw and a thermometr , is mounted on the sair~ple container. The beam forming 

cylinder is a massive metal cylinder , whose inside surface is conically shaped. The 

diameters of the lower and the upper mouths of the beam f_orrnin*a cylinder are 20 mrn 

and 5 xnm respectively. By the way , the shortest linear ditnension of the sample 

container is 15 mm. The beam fortning cylinder is rerr~ovable. 
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The osciJJator which drives the ultrasonic crystal is crystal controlled and output an~pl-

ifier is_ composed of two 807/ s in para]]el whose plate dissipation is about 80 watts. 

The temperature of the sample container is controlled by circulating warm or cool water 

respectively through the water tank 

An angle n, :~easuring disk- is attached to the cyi. inder in which the rotary grating is 

fixed. The circumference of the disk is divided in..to 360 equal parts. T, he angle can be 

measured to two n)inutes by an attached vernier. 

surement by. the Ne¥',f Grat,iug 3 Plocess of the_ Mea ' 

The proper constant of the new grating has been chosen Lar smalle than the wave 

length of the measured liquid. The diffraction image generated by the ultrasonic waves 

only has severa] lines in the full view of the telescope. Thus, the diffraction irnage 

gen_erated by the new rotary grating alor!_e shows only first order lines in the view, 

while tbere appear not only first order lines but also higher lines in the case of an old 

grating whose proper constant' is of the same order as the wavelength of the nlLeasured 

liquid. Therefore , the cornposite diffraction image which is generated both by a grating 

and ultrasonic waves is much simpler in the case of a new grating than in the case of an 

old one. 

The diffraction in:~ages corresponding to the rotation of the gratng in_ the case of a 

new gratin.g are shown in Fig. 2. Figure (a) shows the diffraction image when the lines 

of the grating are perpendicular to the slit and onl. y the irnage of the slit is 

seen. Figures (b) an.d (c) show the appearan_ces when the gratin.g is rotated and there 

appear two rotary main lines which are first order lines generated by a grating only. 

Figure (d) shows the appearance when the ultrason.ic waves are applied. Figures (e) and 

(f) show the appearances when the grating is rotated frorrL the state (d). The rotary 

main lines move followed respectivel.,y by the diffraction lines which are generated by the 

ultrason_.ic waves. On the ~yay, there occur successively the positions that the rotary 

main lines coincide with diffraction lines generated by the ul, trasonic waves only. Figures 

(g) and (h) show position_s of the first order coincidence at which the rotary main lines 

coincide with first order lines generated by the ultrasonic waves only, and those of the third 

order coincidence respectivel~.' 
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Fig. 2 Diffraction lrnages Seen in the View of the Telescope 

In the meast ren'ent the thi d order ccnncidence is of the highest order among the 

coincidences which are easily ob_･erved. ' -Flrst by rotatnlg a glatin'g anti-clockwise the 

coincidence position is scught il_1 the upper half of the view, as shown in Fig. (k) and 

the an_gle reading 61 is obtained. Secondly , by rotating it clockwise , the coincidence in 

the up,per half as shown in Fig. ( I ) and the angle reading 62 are determined. Then , we 

get 

6 1 (el_e ) 
-2 

This is called the upper coincidence angle. The an*o'le e is the angle whioh corresponds 

to the wavelength. The angles e' s are all measured fronl the position at which the lines 

0L ･*rating and the slit are perpen.dicu]ar. In the same way, we can get the lo~ver coinci-

dence angle, shown in Fi_gures (tn) and (n). The upper and the lower coir_cidence angles 

should be the sanle. But, in order to cornpensate the errors originated fron~t the mutual 

inc_] inations of_ the *~rating , the collirnator and the telesr:_ope , the upper and the lower 

coincidence angles are sought alternatel y in tl-1e m_easurernents. 

Considering that diffraction lines_ coincide ~Tvith each other when the wavelength of the 

ultrasonic waves becorrtes integral n:lultiple of the effp_.ctive constant of the grating d] we 

obtain 
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A = nd, 

where A is the waveleri_*o'th, n is a positive integer. It has been ascertamed that the 

f orrnul a 

holds good between the effective constant d and the proper constant do of the rotary 

grating. Therefore, we get as a veloc{ty calculatin*a formul.a 

_ nd.,f 
sin O 

where f is the frequency of the wave. In_ the present case, substitutin~o the nun~erical 

values d 2XIO cm, f=5>< 106c/s, and n=3 in (2), we obtain 

V = 300 (m/sec) (3). sin 6 

4. rllhe Aclvantago of the ~~vthor~1 over t,he Orclinary l)ebye-Sears Methor~l 

In Deby~-Sears method , the an_gle of light diffraction is measured directly by xneans 

of a spectrometer or photographin.g , and ordinarity the angle which should be measured 

is very small. In our method, the angle of light diffraction is measured, so to speak, 

indirectly by means of a rotary grating, and the angle which should be measured is 

much l. arger than the former one. Therefore , the accuracy of the angle measurernent in 

this xnethod should be theoretically better than that in Debye-Sears method. We discuss 

this point in sorne details. 

The velocity cal.culating fornlula in Debye-Sears nlethod is 

sln ~) 

where, n is the or.der of the light diffraction, ), the wavelength of the light , f the fre-

-quency of the ultrasonic wave and ~) the ~ngle 'oy which the telescope of a spectrometer 

is rotated. We can calculate frolrt the ._formula the error of the velocrty measurement 

AV which corresponds to the error of the angle measurement A~p. 

Taking the differentials of the forlo:~:ula (4), we get 

AV= - Ie~f cosep 7r A~o 
sin2~)~ 180 

where , A~p is expressed in de"lee SubsLrtutmg the numer'cal values n I q) 7r ( in the 

case Qf water) and ~ = 6 >< 10 cm (sodrum 1lght) m rt we *aet 

AV 
Ae = ~13xl03 (m/sec/deg) (6) 
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This means that the error of the velocity measurement becomes about 200 (m/sec) when 

the error of the arigle measurement is I!. Even when n = 20 (that is the highest order 

we can utilize), we obtain that AV = 10(m/sec) for A~p = 1/. 

The velocity calculating formula in our m;ethod shown in (2)has the same form as (4). 

Therefore , the error formula should be wtitten_ in the same form, 

cos 6 7v 

AV= - nd,-,f sin2e 180 A6 (7). 
Substrtutmg the numerlcal values n I e 3 48, (for water) and do = 2 X 10-scm in it 

we get 

AV _ 
A6 ~ ~ 4 x 102 (m/sec/deg) (8). 

This means that AV= 6, 7 (m/sec) for A6 = 1'. When n = 3 , we get AV= 2 (m/s) 

for A6 = 1/. Therefore, if the ang~le measurement would be performed with the same 

accuracy , the rotary grating method could give better value than Debye-Sears method. 

In the preceding discussion of Debye-Sears method, it is assumed that a spectrometer 

system is used. When. a photo*araphing system is used , its accuracy is another problem 

But , as photographin*a needs considerable time for devel.oping , the rotary grating method 

has a advantage over it in respect to the necessar y time. 

5 Treatment of Data ancl Exp,erlmptntal Error 

Angl. e measurements are performed ten tirnes , takin_g upper and lower coincidences 

(or right and left coincidences) alternately. Grouping these ten values , we take their 

arithrnetic mean and calculate the probability error. We cite two instances. 

~xample 1. Velocity of ethyl alcohol at 300C, density p ::: O. 7842 (g/cmB) 

Angle 6 

13" 26/ 

15" 20/ 

150 31/ 

150 281 

15" 27! 

15' 171 

15' 21! 

15" 22/ 

15' 25/ 

15' 26f 

Velocity 

1 128 

1 1 35 

1121 

1 125 

1 1 26 

1 1 38 

1 1 33 

l 1 32 

l 129 

1 1 28 
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Mean value of velocity 

Probabiliy error 

Max. angle deviation Lrom the mean value 

IVlax. velocity deviation fron:L the mean value 

Reference value fr. om Weissler!s measurement3 

Example 2. Velocuty of methyl alcohol at 

Angle 6 

30C' C 

15' 581 

15' 58! 

15' 52/ 

15' 501 

16' OO! 

15" 53/ 

15' 56/ 

15' 59/ 

16' OOf 

15' 52/ 

1 129. 5(m/s) 

:1:1. 1(m/s) 

7
1
 

8. 5(m/s) 

V = 1 127. 4(m/s) 

p = O. 7809(g/cm3) 

p = O. 7869( *"/cm" ) 

Velocity 

1091 

1091 

1 097 

1 099 

1088 

1 096 

1 093 

1 089 

1088 

1 097 

Mean value of velocity 

Probabi] ity error 

MaY_. angie deviation from the Inean value 

Max. velocity deviation fron~ the . mean val. ue 

Reference value frorn: Weisslerfs measuren;ent 

In these exarnples , measured values are scattered in 

means coincide fairly with acknowledbaed values. 

son~e 

109)_. 9 (m/s) 

:1:O. 9 (rrL/s) 

6f 

6 (m/s) 

V= 1088. 9 (m/s) 

p = O. 7816 ("*/crrls) 

degree, but thelr anthn~etlc 

6. E__ffect of the Deviati,.~n from the_ Exact Parallelism of the IJight Beam 

We test how the divergency and conver*"ency of the light ･beam will affect the veloc-

ity measure,ment. The position of the slit of coilimator is t,noved both ahead 0L and to 

the rear of the position which gives exact parallelism of li_*ht beam and the velocity is 

measured by adjusting a telescope to it. The position which gives exact parallel. ism , is 

chosen zero position and the sense in ¥~Thich the slit is moved from the light source, posi 

-tive. Name]y, the slit position which gives diver*"ent,ray becomes positive. Fig. 3 gives 
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the graph which represents the relation between the velocity change and the slit position. 

The measurement is made using distilled water at 300C. The velocity which corresponds 

to zero position is 1510. 5(m/s). 
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Fig. 3 The R.elation bet~¥'een Velocity Change and Slit Position 

This graph shows the linear relation between the veloc,ity cl~Lange and the slit position~ 

It can be concluded that the values of velocity beco~nes higher when it is measured by 

divergent ray and lower when ro:easured by convergent ray . 

7. Iufluence of t,he_ Beall~ Fornrling Cylincler and Reflector 

We measure the velocities of distilled water at 300C with and without beam forming 

cylinder and compare the results of the both cases. We do the same thing with and 

without reflector. The following are respectively the weighted mean values taken from 

the three groups . 

I. The case with beatn forrning cylinder and reflector 

V = 1511.0~0.7 (m/s) 

ll. The case' without beam forming cylinder , but with reflector 

V = 1510.5~1.3 (m/s) 

lll. The case without be.am forming cylinder and reflector 

¥'T = 1508. 9~0. 5 (rrL/s) 

Comparing I and ll , we can conc_lude that the beam forming cylinder has no effect on the 

measured value of sound velocity, namel y , that the friction between the liquid and wall 

of the sample container does not affect the value of sound velocity. Comparing 11 and 111 , 

it seems that the wavelength becomes slightly shorter when there is no (eflector than 

when there is. In order to confrim the point , the followin.g experirnent is done. The 
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horlzontal aperture is attached on the head of the collimator and the velocity is nlLeas-

ured ¥~rithout reflector by passin*o a restricted light beam through the part of liquid which 

[s directly under the free surface. In that case , the diffraction lines becorl~es vague and 

unstable. Therefore , the measured values are less reliable than the fore*aoing values. But 

they almost show lower values and the result of this experiment supports the foregaoing 

conclusion. It seem_ s that the shortening of the wavelength is related with the curving up 

of the free surface and occurs only when the ultrasonic waves are considerably intense. 

8 Effe( t of the* Inclinatio,tl of the Slit to the W.･lVe Flont 

We consider how the velocity value wl'll c_hange when the slit inclines some an_gle ~) 

to the wave front. As it is the same when the ultrasonic grating is rotated by angle ~' 

refering to the fixed slit , we can apply to this case the rotary grating formuia ( I ) , and 

get 

slg~ (90"-~p) cosq) 

where A is the n, :teasured wavelength and An is the true wavelength. While in formula 

(1), the angle is measured from the position at which the slit is perpendicular to the 

grating lines , it is measured in this case from the position at which the slit is pararell 

to the wave front. Therefore, 6 = 90" - ~. 

Froln the forrnula (9), we can see that measured velocity shows always higher value 

when the slit inclines to the wave front. So , we should correct the n, ~teasured value , by 

the multp]ication of cos (p. But it is difficult to know tkLe angole of inclination ~p or to 

adjust the slit exactly parallel to the wave front. In order to keep the error which occurs 

froxn this cause , within 1/1000 , we ~nust restrict the angle angle (o within 2"30f. As a 

practical problem , we have no good idea for the present except that the slit is so adjusted 

as to give the acknowledged value referring to the standard liquid. 

g. Con clLlsio n 

a. Accuracy of the apparatus 

The arithmetic n~ean of the probability errors which were obtained from n~any groups 

of measurement referring to dist illed water is ' :1: 1. 6m/s. This means that the accuracy of 

the apparatus is 1/1000. It is said that the accuracy of the ultrasonic interferorcLeter ordi-

nanly adJusted is 1/1000. Therefore, it can be said that the rotary grating ultrasonic 

vel. ocity meter has reached the stage of the practical use. 
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b. Defect of the method 

It has been pointed out that the fundamer)tal defect of the method is the use of con-

siderably intense ultrasonic wave. In the foregoin*" experiments , we used in fact the con-

s{_derably intense ultrasonic 11~'ave in order to clarify the procedures of the xnethod, but 

it is possible to practise this n~ethod by using weak ultr asomc waves which produce only 

the first order diffraction line . 
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